ELECTIONS GRIEVANCE FORM

This form is being provided in accordance with Section 2, clause VI of the AS Senate Election Code. You are strongly encouraged to try to resolve issues in a professional and calm manner before filing this form. The AS Elections Coordinator is available to offer options, additional information, support in contacting the other party, etc. Please contact the AS Elections Coordinator at as.elections@wwu.edu.

Complainant Name: Abdul Malik Ford

Phone number: (206)432-2916 Email: Fordaa@wwu.edu

Signature: Malik S. Date: 5-1-2019

Grievance Filed Against (name): AS VP for Academic Affairs

Who is running for the position of: Levi Eckman

Specific Section of Code Violated: Section 3.IV. endorsements b,c

State the specific violation of the ASWWU Election Code. Give details of when and how the violation was discovered (may attach additional materials):

Levi shared Dayuha McMillans Facebook Post containing the statement 'A Call Out Built From Love' that stated that I'm not qualified to be As President, That I'm homophobic, etc. Levi also originally posted that he trusts Dayuha and her credibility and later removed that part from his Facebook post. This occurred on Monday 4/29/19 at 6:24 PM

Received by Election Board Chair:

Date: __________________________ Time: __________________________
6. In addition to Dayja’s (A current AS Senator of Fairhaven College) personal endorsement of Lani Defiesta, other current AS Executives and AS employees publicly shared this post: Millka Solomon (The Current AS President), Anne Lee (The Current VP for Student Life) Levi Eckman (The Current VP for Academic Affairs), and Valeria Pedraza (The current Educational Programming Coordinator at the AS Queer Resource Center).

**Document Content:**

**Millka Solomon**  
Monday at 18:23

of the AS Candidate Millk, have become conflimed with Lani. Why I am sending this message is that it is not only homopholic but anti-black. The confimation of Lani and is homopholic because not everyone person who is gay is the same. Everything that I am writing is based on my personal experience with the black community, its leaders, and the lack of commitment to non-racism by the homopholic in those spaces. This condition is anti-black, and my criticis is noted tohom and is in black view. The repeated attempts of bringing the other AS Candidate, Lani Defiesta, into this conversation is to attempt to distill this black issue with a general issue and that very act is anti-black. The second thing that I want to clarify is that this conversation is not a new topic within the black community at WWU. This specific conversation has been brought up time and time again and there has been progression. This statement that I am writing is to call out these issues because I believe in the black community, and I am tired of trying to manage this issue privately. I am calling this issue out because I am tired of being the only person who has tried to address this issue.

**Anne Lee**  
Monday at 17:55

of the AS Candidate Millk, have become conflimed with Lani. Why I am sending this message is that it is not only homopholic but anti-black. The confimation of Lani and is homopholic because not everyone person who is gay is the same. Everything that I am writing is based on my personal experience with the black community, its leaders, and the lack of commitment to non-racism by the homopholic in those spaces. This condition is anti-black, and my criticis is noted tohom and is in black view. The repeated attempts of bringing the other AS Candidate, Lani Defiesta, into this conversation is to attempt to distill this black issue with a general issue and that very act is anti-black. The second thing that I want to clarify is that this conversation is not a new topic within the black community at WWU. This specific conversation has been brought up time and time again and there has been progression. This statement that I am writing is to call out these issues because I believe in the black community, and I am tired of trying to manage this issue privately. I am calling this issue out because I am tired of being the only person who has tried to address this issue.

**Levi Eckman**  
Monday at 18:24

of the AS Candidate Millk, have become conflimed with Lani. Why I am sending this message is that it is not only homopholic but anti-black. The confimation of Lani and is homopholic because not everyone person who is gay is the same. Everything that I am writing is based on my personal experience with the black community, its leaders, and the lack of commitment to non-racism by the homopholic in those spaces. This condition is anti-black, and my criticis is noted tohom and is in black view. The repeated attempts of bringing the other AS Candidate, Lani Defiesta, into this conversation is to attempt to distill this black issue with a general issue and that very act is anti-black. The second thing that I want to clarify is that this conversation is not a new topic within the black community at WWU. This specific conversation has been brought up time and time again and there has been progression. This statement that I am writing is to call out these issues because I believe in the black community, and I am tired of trying to manage this issue privately. I am calling this issue out because I am tired of being the only person who has tried to address this issue.

**Valeria Renee Pedraza**  
Monday at 22:22

be critical in your voting this week! I am organizing overall, center & celebrate queer & trans Black folks, do not erase their labor or invalidate experiences for heteronormative oppression & convenience! I thank you dayja for your labor. thank you thank you thank you

**Dayja McMillan**  
Monday at 19:57

Before I begin, I must clarify two things. Firstly, everything...